
LAURIE THOMPSON 
HAS SHIT FOR BRAINS 
 
by Scott Rose

Laurie Thompson is the frothy-at-the-mouth 
Evangelical gay-bashing spokes-turd for the Parents 
Action League, a Southern Poverty Law Center-
certified anti-gay hate group.

Thompson, as part of her malicious asshole gay-
bashing, loves to talk about the “Judeo-Christian tradition;” — but — you can very safely pay 
this total scumbag Minnesota Hetero-Nazi no mind there, as her only reason for ever referencing 
Jews most likely is as a reminder to all that if Chaim Moskowitz won’t accept Jezee born of a 
“Virgin” as his “saviour,” he’s going where the goblins go. …

The major Shit-For-Brains Laurie Thompson is so sure that she has the exclusive low-down 
on the afterlife, that she can with confidence say that were her bigot’s tuchus put under oath 
on a witness stand in a US Court of Law, she could present direct evidence proving beyond 
a reasonable doubt that both Jews and LGBTers who don’t reject their Judaism, and/or their 
gayness, in favor of accepting the Evangelical version of Jesus as their savior will go to hell, and 
that her direct evidence for that will create a legal precedent that all US Courts will thereafter be 
obliged to follow.

As a vicious gay-bashing spokes-turd for the Parents Action League, Laurie Thompson is 
exceedingly proud — in her Virgin/Jesus wet-pussy-depths — of the PAL website, which is 
OBSESSED with gay human beings, and defining them as sick, but susceptible of being cured 
through Jesus-inspired-miracles. 

As a gay-bashing bigot, Laurie Thompson and her fellow shit-for-brains Evangelicals did all 
they could to maintain a public school environment hostile to LGBTers in the Anoka-Hennepin 
schools....

As is known, those schools settled a massive lawsuit brought against them and, in practical 
effect, against the noxious influence of the Jesus-homo-haters, in favor of rational, moral, good, 
strong LGBT acceptance values. 

The settlement of the lawsuit set the famous Shit-for-Brains gay-basher Laurie Thompson on a 
frothy-at-the-mouth warpath. 

http://antigaybigotryscaresme.blogspot.com/2012/03/laurie-thompson-has-shit-for-brains.
html?zx=2f62ac57d998a1f6
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